
 

 

  



 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Kids these days are different from previous generations. They grew up digital with new ways of 

moving between physical and digital worlds. My 10-year-old son has shown increasing preference to 

play with apps and all the toys (including expensive LEGO sets) have gathered dust. That led me to 

think – How are the toymakers going to respond to this new app economy?  

Mobile apps have come to toys’ strongest rival since their introduction in the mid-2000s, grabbing 

kids’ attention. Consumers reportedly use 26 to 27 apps and spend more than a day and a half each 

month (37 hours and 28 minutes) on the millions of apps uploaded to various platforms and devices. 

Estimates of screen time use by children suggest that they spend 6 or more hours each day watching 

television or using computers, tablets, game consoles, or phones. Apps are therefore becoming more 

and more crucial to companies offering connected products and services to today’s consumers, 

including children. On the other hand, there are growing concerns over kids being glued to screens. 

Parents like me are frustrated to see their kids quickly get bored of expensive toys and moving to 

play with apps.  

This generation of digital savvy kids want something more fun and interactive while parents want 

something that can encourage their kids to play more with physical toys. Are you (toymakers) 

providing the values that today's children and families demand? 

Some toy companies have already sensed this shift and are trying to respond. The Lego Group 

recently launched a new social networking service for kids that allows them to share their lego 

creations. Others such as Magformers and PlusPlus have community and gallery on their websites 

where consumers can share and show off their creations. Some companies such as Smartmax and 

Mobilo choose to directly show photos and videos of diverse construction blocks. Unfortunately, 

majority of them are left unused just like the toys left unused on the shelves. Few people, let alone 

kids actually go and visit those images. Could there be a better channel that kids fall in love with?  

 

TAGPLUS CAN HELP! 

TagPlus is a toy-centric COPPA compliant social network for kids that provides endless play 

inspiration. With TagPlus, your brand can have a digital service layer thus making your touch point 

with the kids more relevant. With TagPlus, you can satisfy kids' desire to share their creations to the 

broader audience and experience the pride of their creations. With TagPlus, you can satisfy parents' 

desire to prevent kids from being glued to screens and increase the repeat play value of their toys.  



 

 

WHAT IS TAGPLUS ALL ABOUT? 

TagPlus, an award-winning solution, was designed by a dad who understands what kids and parents 

want better than anyone else. TagPlus makes playing with toys more social and motivates kids to 

spend more time with their toys. No more seeing toys lying on the shelf unused! 

 
TagPlus is a combination of : a. TagPlus App (MAIN), b. Toy Beacon (OPTIONAL) 

 

 
 

 

TagPlus App                                         Toy Beacon  

   

TagPlus’s main offering is a FREE app based on YOUR TOY BRAND that helps kids keep playing with 

your toy on and on. The free app provides tools to kids to  

- Get Inspired with easy access to 2D/3D construction guides and creations of friends from all over 

the world. 

- Inspire other kids with their creations and exchange smile with global friends. 

TagPlus also has many attractive patent-pending features such as Auto Face Masking and Smilike.  

TagPlus’s add-on offering is the world-first one-button toy beacon that provides easy access to the 

TagPlus app. Simple actions on the tag such as “Click” and “Long Press” present kids with new 

creative play opportunities. Toy Beacon is designed to be completely set-up free. No Device Pairing 

Required! Designs can be customized to match any toy. 

  



 

 

WHY TAGPLUS MATTERS? WHAT’s IN IT FOR TOYMAKERS? 

1. TagPlus adds fun and developmental values to your toys 

Why do people buy toys? While the child wants toys for their fun value, moms seek educational 

value from them. TagPlus significantly enhances both the dimensions of your toy brand.  

As social beings, humans have always enjoyed communicating 

and sharing with others. Kids are no exception. In TagPlus app, 

kids take photos, press “smilikes” (Patent pending) to friends' 

creations and also show off what they created. This simple yet 

fully engaging experience is a gate for kids to a whole new 

world. This world is full of joy and pleasure of sharing and 

getting social. Kids will enjoy playing with your toys far more 

than when they play alone without being recognized by peers.  

Not only is TagPlus fun and social for kids, it is also beneficial for 

kids’ development. A developmental psychologist Rachel in her 

paper noted that parents and teachers "need to design environments that encourage and enhance 

problem solving from a young age" (Keen 2011). TagPlus can help you provide such environments to 

kids by letting them experience endless inspirations. Kids can develop cognitive skills by being 

constantly challenged by more complicated constructions guides in the app.  

Our optional Toy Beacon itself also contribute to kids’ development. It was designed to comfortably 

fit in the hand of a 7-year old kid. With this soft, organic coating tangible device, kids can experience 

LED lighting system, vibration and so on which can stimulate their STEM skills in the long term. 

Furthermore, during our multiple pilot tests, kids called it a remote control for the toys. They loved 

taking a selfie photo with this toy beacon.  

Moreover, TagPlus will stimulate kids' curiosity to 

technology in a better way. Kids will be living with 

electronic devices and technology for the rest of their 

lives after all. TagPlus app and Smart Tag device can be 

a smooth first transition for them from physical toys to 

digital world. 

 

“Kids will be living with 

electronic devices and technology 

for the rest of their lives after all. 

TagPlus app and Smart Tag 

device can be a smooth first 

transition for them from physical 

toys to digital world.” 



 

 

2. TagPlus helps you become a more powerful toy brand  

In order to build beloved and purposeful brands, a 

toymaker should build its brands into connected 360-

degree play systems. The systems include globally 

relevant and accessible play platform, physical play 

systems, connected play systems, and powerful 

communities of shared interests. Toymakers can surely 

achieve first three steps by themselves, but how about 

"powerful communities of shared interests"? A 

successful example can be Barbie's YouTube channel 

where Barbie fans enjoy Barbie's vlogs as if she were a 

real person. The Lego Group is also trying to figure this out with Lego Life.  

As mentioned previously, however, most companies that have tried to build their own community 

failed. It is extremely hard to get people actively look for communities, take photos and share them 

on the website. It feels bothersome and not safe to put those photos out there on the Internet.  

An intuitive and completely safe social network platform, TagPlus can help. With TagPlus, building a 

community is so easy and fun! Kids make their creations and then instantly share. They smilike, a 

patent pending feature, each other’s creations. Soon, kids build their community that forges 

emotional bonds to the brand.  

What's more important is that this community naturally leads to a stronger customer loyalty to your 

brand. By connecting with your customers on social, you’re more likely to increase customer 

retention and brand loyalty. According to reports on Millennial consumer trends, 62% of millennials 

say that if a brand engages with them on social networks, they are more likely to become a loyal 

customer. In addition, millennials are also the most loyal generation to their favorite brands. 60% 

said that they are often or always loyal to brands that they currently purchase. This implies that the 

sooner you build a relationship with millennials, the more they will stick to you as they get older. 

Although the direct target customers for toymakers are not millennials but far younger generations, 

this report still says a lot about customer loyalty management. In the same context, by sharing and 

showing off their new toy creations, kids will definitely have sense of belonging to the community. 

They now prefer toys with TagPlus to those without it because they want to be continually 

connected. Kids will choose your toys with TagPlus over the other ones. Isn't that the holy grail of a 

great brand?  



 

 

3. TagPlus transforms the way you communicate with kids  

In toy industry, short life cycle of toys and high failure rates of new toys have always been a pain in 

the neck. This is because most toymakers have only a limited sample data on how kids actually play 

and combine toys, which is critical for further product development. 

With TagPlus, you are able to access to those data and gain insights. In fact, TagPlus provides you a 

dashboard full of valuable, fully anonymized data on how often kids play with toys, how they 

creatively build their own constructions. It is not only kids that get inspirations from TagPlus. You do 

as well. On top of that, you can push out construction manuals and project ideas updates to the 

TagPlus app. Isn't that going to revolutionize how you build toys and how kids play? 

 
4. With TagPlus, kids are more engaged in playing with physical toys 

Research found that 70% parents preferred that their child engage in physical play because of 

perceived benefits in terms of activity levels, health profile, creativity and imagination, and social and 

emotional development. Parents don’t generally want their child to sit in front of a screen for long 

periods of time. 

TagPlus can satisfy such demands. Through multiple pilot 

tests, we found out that kids with TagPlus were more willing 

to play with physical toys than those without TagPlus. 

Actually, they played four times longer with their toys when 

TagPlus was involved! Kids are less glued to screens. Parents 

are satisfied and feel like the toys were worth paying for. 

Both parents and kids are happy!  

With TagPlus, screens are only used to give inspirations to kids. In order to share and show off their 

own creations through the app, kids spend more time on playing with physical toys.  

“Through multiple pilot tests, we 

found out that kids with TagPlus 

were more willing to play with 

physical toys than those without 

TagPlus. Actually, they played four 

times longer with their toys when 

TagPlus was involved!” 



 

 

5. TagPlus is absolutely safe and simple 

When it comes to kids using social network, one of 

parents' biggest concerns would be its safety and 

possible negative impact on kids' mental health. 

With TagPlus, they don't have to worry at all. We 

made sure that kids' data is completely anonymous 

and no personal information is exposed. Kids’ faces 

in photos are auto masked with our face masking 

stickers. Also, all photos that show up on the photo 

feed are moderated by machines and by humans. Only appropriate content is given a “pass”. Unlike 

other social networks, we have made deliberate choices not to include the chat functionality or 

features that can even marginally cause any risk to kids’ presence on TagPlus.  

6. TagPlus is cost-effective 

TagPlus is extremely cost-effective. First off, 

TagPlus app that will bring all the amazing values 

listed above to your toy brand is completely 

FREE! For some toy brands that are taking a 

deep interest in TagPlus, one of the most 

attractive offerings is the free 3D construction 

guides that they will get via the app. Making one 

3D guide can cost in the range of 1000’s of 

dollars. With TagPlus, you save that money and 

your precious time. Moreover, TagPlus app is already COPPA compliant, which means that we will do 

all the heavy lifting when it comes to complying with regulations centered around kids’ online 

privacy.  

CALL TO ACTION 

Toymakers excel at manufacturing toys. They develop a number of new toys hoping to capture kids’ 

eyes. That said, in this digital era that will disrupt the traditional toy industry, toy companies need to 

stay relevant by creating 360 degree play experiences of which digital play is a significant component. 

TagPlus can help and that too at very nominal cost to the toy companies. Come, talk to us and get 

ahead of the curve before your competitor does! 



 

 

WHO ARE WE? WHY US?  

We are TagHive, a recent spin off from Samsung Electronics and based in South Korea. We have 

tested TagPlus in international markets, have 7 patents pending, received the MIT TR35 India 

Innovators Award and were recently chosen as one of the top 40 startups in Korea in a national level 

competition where close to 4000 startups participated. For more, write to us at info@tag-hive.com 
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